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Abstract 

visiting hundun’s territory is a sculpture that stands 3 m tall, 2 m wide, and 0.9 m deep. 

The sculpture is made up of several elements: a drawing cut into a screen, fluorescent 

lights, a plastic curtain, and automated fans. The sculpture breathes, blowing its curtain 

when it exhales and sucking it against a screen door when it inhales, revealing the 

abstracted drawing. As a research project, this work intersects Daoist philosophies, 

Islamic art practices, and contemporary theories to agitate settled concepts such as 

infinity, spontaneity, and spirituality. The work explores the relationship between 

knowledge and intuition; going beyond concepts of quantifiable knowledge and 

embodied knowledge in an attempt to think through a concept of non-discursive 

knowledge. 

Keywords:  Daoism; Islam; non-discursive knowledge; nonknowing; sculpture; 

spirituality 
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Dedication 

 

for PW 

“when you never know, you never know.” 
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Defence Statement 

Since the beginning of this research project, I have been driven by a set of vague 

yet pressing questions about the relationship between knowledge and intuition: What is 

this feeling of knowing something that I can’t clearly identify? What is that sense of 

knowing something, without having learned it in a book or class or through any words, 

and how did I “learn” it? How am I engaging with it through my art practice? What is this 

other kind of knowledge? If we can agree to call it knowledge at all.  

To begin thinking through these questions, I examined art practices in 

religious/spiritual traditions. Drawing from previous research before my time at Simon 

Fraser University, I thought a lot about meditative art practices, and how some of the 

practices could be read as expressions of specific teachings. For example, sand 

mandalas created by Buddhist monks require care and patience to create, only to be 

brushed away at the end. Given the long and careful process, we can conclude that it is 

a practice of patience and an expression of impermanence. Another example is Sufi 

dervishes who whirl in place for extended periods of time, inhabiting a state of 

concentration that allows them to spin without getting dizzy and falling over. These and 

other practices require a lot of concentration, and we can speculate that practicing them 

could bring the artist into a contemplative state. Viewing them can also inspire 

contemplation in the viewer.  

untitled (2015) is a large piece of vellum, onto which several layers 
are drawn: an etched 50mm grid, repeatedly handwritten text, pin-
pricked holes, and finally a layer of light emanating from behind 
(figure 1 and 2). This was my first experiment of using light as an 
integral part of a drawing. The light activates the drawing, making it 
glow, revealing the grid and punctured pinholes. The light as a non-
material element of the work has a significant effect, working to reveal 
the drawing in its entirety, and causing the drawing to read as a veil, 
hiding the light source. This was an opportunity to explore light as a 
symbol, particularly in Sufi thought, as a symbol for the divine; an 
infinite source. The repeated treatment of the surface of the drawing 
required me to focus: to rewrite the same sentence repeatedly, to read 
the text over and to poke holes through the right words. This 
repetitive process became a meditation on the repeated sentence. 

Repetitive art practices are physically demanding, requiring hours, days, or often 

years of practice. In the course of thinking through these ideas, I became interested in 
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performance studies, and in a course with Peter Dickinson, I was introduced to Ben 

Spatz’s book, What a Body Can Do: Technique as knowledge, practice as research. In 

this book, Spatz develops concepts of technique and practice, where practice refers to 

instances of doing something bound by time and space, and technique is the broader 

sense of the thing done, which can be repeated and transmitted through time and place 

(for example, if calligraphy is the technique, sitting down to write is the practice). Using 

Spatz’s terms, I was able to think through the ways knowledge is transmissible through 

the body as opposed to through language. It allows me to think of technique as 

branches, and practice as the process of extending those branches. The branches of the 

technique have been established, and through practice, one climbs the tree, or follows 

the paths, inevitably picking up knowledge on the way through practicing and developing 

technique (Spatz 44). 

 
Figure 1. untitled, 2015.  
Ink on etched vellum, pin pricked. 92 x 253 cm. 
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Figure 2. untitled, 2015, detail.  
Ink on etched vellum, pin pricked. 92 x 253 cm. 

Spatz’s concepts of practice and technique were helpful in thinking about art 

practice and the role of art in traditions that Spatz purposely excludes from his 

discussion: those concerned with spirituality (Spatz 15). Spatz’s main concern is rooted 

in the body, and what a body can do. My interest, however, lay more in the question of 

what practices bodies can do that enable them to engage with something “outside” their 

bodies, something that is not readily accessible. Baruch Spinoza—the source of the 

question “what can a body do?”—was, unlike Spatz, directly concerned with how, 

through practice, one can connect to God/Nature. My interest was specifically in 

practices and techniques that pointed toward an indeterminate infinite, a source which is 

filled with potential, and is constantly unfolding. 

what variety of lines could one not put under the needle (2016) is a 
drawing made of pin holes (figure 3 and 4). I displayed the work 
partially rolled, flat on a light table, the way maps are viewed. The 
drawing is a series of intersecting lines, like pathways, or a bird’s-eye-
view of a city dotted with street lights. The line systems were derived 
from naturally occurring lines in the physical world, put in relation to 
one another, creating a map of an imagined place derived from natural 
forms. The title is a quote from Rainer Maria Rilke, who recounts 
encountering a skull and imagines playing the lines on the cranium 
with a gramophone needle (Marks, “A Noisy Brush” 105). Rilke then 
asks whether any line from nature may be played with a gramophone 
needle, indexing some meaning that might be understandable in some 
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register and experienced through different senses (Kim-Cohen 97). My 
drawing takes different lines from nature, from tree branches to lines 
on the palm of a hand, and renders them as points of light in order to 
try to engage with them differently. 

Following what I learned from Spatz, I started taking Arabic calligraphy courses. 

Not knowing what may come out of them, and having no intentions of incorporating the 

calligraphy into my work, I wanted to see what I could learn about the practice, and how 

it felt to physically do it. As an art practice, calligraphy requires concentration, as the 

specificity of each stroke is difficult to recognise, let alone replicate. As an art form, 

calligraphy is just as significant to the reader/viewer, as it is an index to God, through 

indexing the Qur’an, God’s teachings (Marks, “Enfoldment and Infinity” 8). 

In spending time with what variety of lines and responding to it, I was introduced 

by my supervisor, Laura Marks, to the idea of infinity as noise, and later, coincidently, 

Elizabeth Grosz’s concept of chaos and sensation. With these references, I had a way of 

thinking about the natural lines as expressions of creativity arising from an infinite 

source. Viewing the infinity of the divine (as a source) as a plethora of patterns, from 

which only some arise and become accessible for our perception, the rest left in a 

chaotic mess, inaccessible to us and perceived as noise (Marks, “A Noisy Brush” 101). 

Grosz suggests that through artwork, one is able to physically connect with chaos in the 

form of sensation (Grosz 13). Similarly, spiritual traditions have the capacity to engage 

with this infinite through creative contemplation, which may take the form of meditation 

or art practice. The repetitive practice of contemplating the infinite ensures the furthering 

of “understanding” or sensing of the infinite divine.  
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Figure 3.  what variety of lines could one not put under the needle, 2016, 

detail.  
Pin-pricked paper. Lightbox: 81.3 x 101.6 cm, drawing: 81.3 x 249 cm.  

 
Figure 4. what variety of lines could one not put under the needle, 2016, 

installation view.  
Pin-pricked paper. Lightbox: 81.3 x 101.6 cm, drawing: 81.3 x 249 cm. 
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* 

In 2016 I got the chance to travel to Abu Dhabi, Dubai (UAE), and Doha (Qatar), 

where I was exposed to a world of contemporary Arab art that I had not been familiar 

with, and I was able to see work by relevant contemporary artists from the Middle East. I 

also experienced an artwork, at QM Gallery Al Riwaq, that had a significant impact on 

me. Freedom (2009) by Sun Yuan and Peng Yu is a large metal container, as big as a 

two-storey house, which filled the gallery space (figure 5). Merely being in its presence 

made my chest tighten and made me uncomfortable. The container has round glass 

windows at eye level for viewers to look in and see inside a meter of yellowish, unclean 

water and a thick black hose suspended with a chain. The mammoth object was 

unsettling (I still feel it now as I type). Then I realised this was not all there was to the 

sculpture. The installation performed for one minute every hour. When it was about time, 

people gathered around, and in an instant, powerful water started to gush out of the 

hose, causing the hose to whip around uncontrollably, throwing the bursting water jet all 

around the inside of the container. The violence and strength of the water could be felt 

as it splashed loudly on the metal. I experienced a type of hysterical response: I clutched 

my cousin’s arm and hid behind her, unable to take my eyes off the performance, tears 

in my eyes and shaking with a kind of amazement and simultaneously laughing, aware 

of my hysteria. Coming back from my trip, I was not able to talk about the piece for 

weeks because thinking about it overwhelmed me. 

It took me a while to process the impact Freedom had on me. I was baffled by 

the way it was able to produce a strong affective response within me. That an artwork 

could do that. What is “that”? Sensation? Referring to the thought of Gilles Deleuze and 

Felix Guattari, Grosz describes that “[s]ensation has two dimensions, two types of 

energy: it is composed of affects and percepts” (Grosz 76). Percepts can be understood 

as perceptions through our senses, such as the loud noise of the water hitting the metal, 

the sight of the flailing hose, and the dirty water. Affects are something like feelings and 

bodily responses that are difficult to describe, such as my chest tightening, the fear in 

response to the violence, the sense of awe at the size and power of the installation. All 

this resulted in what I can only describe as an unsettling sensation.  
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Figure 5.  Sun Yuan & Peng Yu, Freedom, 2009, installation detail at Qatar 

Museums Gallery Al Riwaq, 2016.  
Metal plate, high-pressure hydraulic pump, fire hose, hydrant, electronic control system. 1200 x 
1200 x 820 cm.  
Qatar Museums, www.qm.org.qa/en/what-about-art-contemporary-art-china. 

* 

November 26, 2016, 01:29 fan sucks thr drawing and release1 

One night, I had this thought seemingly out of nowhere (but definitely from 

somewhere). In trying to visualise this idea, I referenced two works: first, Xu Bing’s 

Background Story series (2004 – ongoing) (figure 6). This artwork is a freestanding wall, 

showing an enlarged reproduction of an ancient Chinese scroll, backlit behind glass. On 

the reverse side, the image is revealed to be a shadow drawing made of garbage 

materials like plastic bags, dried leaves, and tree branches. The way the structure was 

constructed presented a way of displaying a drawing vertically without using a traditional 

lightbox. I imagined the structure I would build would be a similar backlit, freestanding 

wall. My second reference was Michael Snow’s Solar Breath (Northern Caryatids) 

(2002). This video work shows an open window, with a curtain that gets repeatedly 

blown out and sucked abruptly against the window screen in response to the wind. The 

work is captivating and mesmerising, as the wind interacts with the curtain repeatedly, 
                                                
1 Note in iPhone. 
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slightly differently each time. With these vague ideas, I moved forward with tests using 

fans, boxes, and a window screen to imitate the effect of the blowing curtain. This led to 

experiments of “drawing” on the screen, settling on a technique of removing material; 

drawing with negative space. 

 
Figure 6. Xu Bing, Background Story: Shangfang Temple, 2016, installation 

view at Qatar Museums Gallery Al Riwaq, 2016.  
Mixed media. 150 x 960 cm. Photograph by asmaa al-issa. 

 
Figure 7. Michael Snow, Solar Breath (Northern Caryatids), 2002, still from 62” 

video installation.  
Gallery TPW, www. gallerytpw.ca/silvereditions2011/michaelsnow/. 
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warp and weft (2017) was made to develop my technique in working 
with the screen material (figure 8 and 9). I “drew” a winding 
arabesque pattern and superimposed blotches of leaf shadows that I 
had traced (shadows that only occurred for a moment, never to repeat 
again). The shadows interrupt the self-contained and symmetrical 
arabesque pattern. Hanging on the gallery wall, the screen interacts 
with its own shadow, creating dancing moiré patterns. As you 
approach it, the drawing vibrates with every slight movement, causing 
a dizzying sensation. The optical effect of the moiré patterns can be 
perceived, but in its immateriality, is difficult to describe. I read this as 
representing the indeterminate; what cannot be predicted, or 
particularly pointed to.  

 

 
Figure 8. warp and weft, 2017.  
Fibreglass screen, roller-blind mechanism, wood. 92 x 81.3 cm. 
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Figure 9. warp and weft, 2017, detail.  
Fibreglass screen, roller-blind mechanism, wood. 92 x 81.3 cm. 

* 

“It’s like a screen door to the infinite!” – Laura Marks, during a studio visit. 

visiting hundun’s territory is a sculpture that stands 3 m tall, 2 m wide, and 0.9 m 

deep. It is made up of several elements including a drawing, lights, a curtain, and 

automated fans. The sculpture inhales and exhales, blowing a plastic curtain and 

sucking it against a screen door.  

The drawing is cut out of the screen, which is the proportions of a standard door, 

measuring 2.7m x 1.2m. The screen door is an ordinary, common object, used as a filter: 

to keep out bugs, yet let in air. It is a threshold between two distinct spaces, most 

commonly inside and outside. Here it can also be read as a threshold, or a portal. 

Although the space inside is constructed, it is a space from which light and air emanate, 

giving it an otherworldly quality. 

In trying to figure out what the drawing would be, I looked at Islamic geometry 

and came across Gülru Necipoglu’s Topkapi Scroll: Geometry and ornament in Islamic 
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architecture. The Topkapi scroll (15th or 16th century, Iran) contains architectural and 

ornamental designs, most likely used as a reference tool for architects and designers. I 

was immediately drawn to examples of floorplans drawn on grids where each square 

represented a brick (Necipoglu 16). After seeing the grid floorplans, I remembered an 

idea for a project I had and never carried through. I wanted to draw a floorplan of my 

childhood house in Baghdad, Iraq, the way I remember it. Instinctually, I decided to 

develop and explore this idea in what would become the drawing in visiting hundun’s 

territory. 

Around the same time, I came across the work Shazdeh’s Garden (2) (2010) by 

artist Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian (figure 10). Flat, and made from a range of 

materials like glass, plaster and mirror, the composition is divided into rectangular and 

square sections, with many different types of patterning filling each space. The square 

territories are different sizes and look like they could be based on a floorplan. When I 

showed this work to Laura, she immediately pointed out that it referenced elements of 

Persian garden carpets: specifically the central waterway and the depiction of trees. 

Garden carpets typically represent a classic Persian garden divided by streams 

into symmetrical sections (figure 11). The oldest one found was made in approximately 

1620, in present day Iran/Kurdistan. The carpets combine a bird’s-eye-view of water, 

and profiles of trees, flowers, birds, and fish (Walker). As a matrix-based system, the 

carpet immediately resonated with the screen material I had chosen. Both divided into 

small individual units; they create images on a grid surface. Singular squares (pixels) 

create a larger drawing, forcing curves to abide by the grid. Translating the drawing to 

the grid explodes the drawing into units. This act of breaking down and shattering a 

continuous line or form into singular points can be read as a way of releasing energy 

from atoms, or allowing something to be transferred (from the inside to outside). (Marks, 

“Thinking like a Carpet” 40) 
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Figure 10. Monir Shahroudy Farmanfarmaian, Shazdeh’s Garden (2), 2010.  
Mirror and reverse glass painting on plaster and wood. 180 x 110 x 4 cm. 
Ibraaz, www.ibraaz.org/interviews/66. 

 
Figure 11. Garden carpet, detail. Iranian, 18th or 19th century.  
Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art, Istanbul. 
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Throughout the process of drawing and building the structure, I was using terms 

like frame, doorway, and floorplan. This brought me back to Grosz and her notions 

related to architecture and the framing of chaos. Grosz describes architecture as the 

primary form of art that frames a piece of chaos in a way that can transmit sensation. 

Grosz suggests that “architecture, and all the arts that follow from it… are each a 

constitution of a territory,” fabricating a space that allows for sensations to emerge 

(Grosz 12). The frame cuts into space, 

linking it to the constitution of the plane of composition, to the provisional 
ordering of chaos through the laying down of a grid or order that entraps 
chaotic shards, chaoid states, to arrest or slow them into a space and a 
time, a structure and a form where they can affect and be affected by 
bodies. (Grosz 13)  

This notion of framing could be used to read visiting hundun’s territory as a frame that 

arouses and intensifies sensations. 

The drawing is a floorplan with loose references to garden carpet motifs. It is 

abstracted and intentionally ambiguous (for example, the vining lines can be read as tree 

branches or creeks or lightning or a cracked surface). The drawing is abstracted and 

vague, reflecting its production process. My decision-making process has relied on 

intuition; in being receptive to different influences, drawing freely from references, and 

following through with what feels “right”, all the while unsure of the reasoning behind my 

choices. 

The abstraction of the drawing reflects the type of knowledge expressed in 

Daoist philosophy that acknowledges ambiguity, and the inability to fix meanings and 

claim accurate knowledge. I recently came across an essay titled, “On Sort of Knowing: 

The Daoist Unhewn,” by Brook Ziporyn. Ziporyn discusses the concept of “unhewn” 

knowledge as expressed in Daoist philosophy. The “unhewn” relates directly to my 

interest in the type of knowledge that is somewhere between knowing and not-knowing, 

closely related to intuition. As Ziporyn explains,  

Whenever something is focused on and singled out, something else is left 
behind in the background from which the chosen object was taken. The 
early Daoist texts refer to this leftover as the “unhewn” — that which is left 
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behind by the “hewing” of chosen things out of the raw material of the 
world. (114) 

This way of understanding knowledge keeps the defined objects connected to the 

background “fabric” from which they are cut. This concept is related to what Zhuangzi 

called “genuine knowledge”, explained by Ziporyn as “a thoroughgoing embrace of 

nonknowing” (119).  

Nonknowing is a kind of union of knowing and not-knowing, of the 
“human” and the “heavenly” – or more strictly, not a union, which might 
suggest an achieved synthesis, but rather an openness to the free flow of 
knowing and nonknowing, so that “neither wins out” once and for all. 
(119-120) 

This Daoist view highlights the necessity of both the “human” and the “heavenly” to be 

present together. The “human” here refers to what is determinable; the physical world. 

The “heavenly” is the indeterminate (such as infinity, chaos, the Daoist notion of Dao2, 

and God).  

To know what Heaven is doing and also what is to be done by [the 
Human], that is the utmost.   
“To know what Heaven is doing”: Heaven … is the production of whatever 
happens. 
“To know what is to be done by the Human”: that would be to use what 
your knowing knows to nurture what your knowing does not know. 
(Zhuangzi, as quoted in Ziporyn 115) 

Because the heavenly is indeterminable, understood as spontaneous and full of 

potential, human knowledge and abilities are to be used to learn how to deal with and 

respond to indeterminacy.  

visiting hundun’s territory is animated by the lights and fans blowing the curtain. 

Light here is a symbol for the heavenly/indeterminate, whereas the doorframe and the 

curtain represent the physical world/determinate. As the plastic curtain is sucked against 

the screen, the drawing becomes briefly legible on the backlit surface. The oscillation 

between inhaling and exhaling brings the drawing in and out of focus. So the drawing 

only becomes perceptible to our senses in an interaction between the physical material 

of the curtain, and the immaterial light. The work reflects the challenge of acknowledging 

the necessity for considering both the human and the heavenly, determinate and 

                                                
2 Dao is often translated from Chinese as “the course”, the Way, or “way making”. 
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indeterminate, and attempting to balance the two ways of thinking and being in the 

world. 

* 

“Knowledge is a chaos that cannot be compelled to assume definitive shape.” 

(Ziporyn “Sort of Knowing” 122) 

As told in a short story in the Zhuangzi, Hundun – translated as chaos or 

spontaneity – is the emperor of the Central Region. As a gesture of kindness, the 

emperors of the North and South regions try to drill Hundun with holes to see, hear, eat, 

and breathe, just like everyone else, because Hundun does not have any. After all the 

holes have been drilled, Hundun dies. (Ziporyn “Zhuangzi” 54) 

This tale became an important way for me to understand the balance between 

the determinate and the indeterminate. The more that we try to understand Hundun in 

our terms, the less we actually know it. The more we try and give it definitive shape, the 

less open we are to adjusting to its process of spontaneous unfolding. For me to visit 

Hundun’s territory implies I am going willingly and temporarily, openly wanting to be 

affected by the spontaneous, as well as attempting to feel/sense the chaos. Visiting this 

territory is equivalent to suspending judgement and rational thought and allowing for 

ideas to arise spontaneously.  

On the one hand, I refer to the grid and drawing as a way of organising to entrap 

chaos. On the other hand, I refer to the drawing as ambiguous. This contradiction makes 

sense to me. Although I began at a vague unknown and followed intuition, I had to carve 

and use determinate lines, not necessarily to represent, but as a process of working 

through what I do not know. For me, working with intuitive knowledge necessarily 

includes following up in order to understand the new connections that were created 

through my intuitive decisions. This process includes utilising discursive processes to 

respond and analyse the work, and find potential to carry it forward. 

* 

My art practice can be understood as a way of practicing technique to move 

toward (or nurture) what I do not know (the indeterminable, what I will never know). I can 

only hope that the work translates this process to the viewer and inspires sensation and 
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contemplation. I acknowledge that my references are at times contradictory, and don’t 

always complement one another. But I believe that in putting incongruent concepts 

together, like Daoist and Islamic philosophies, the work unsettles concepts such as 

knowledge, infinity, and spirituality. This project as a whole represents my striving to not 

settle on a singular understanding for too long, aiming to repeatedly question and agitate 

my views and interpretations. Most of all, this project has been an opportunity to reflect 

deeply on my artistic process. Through making the work, I am able to access ideas such 

as chaos and infinity, and it is the work that translates these concepts back to me 

through renewed relationships. This project has allowed me to understand my art 

practice as a process of navigating between discursive and non-discursive knowledge, 

between the spiritual and the practical, and to sense the ways in which they are neither 

opposite nor separate. 
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Project Documentation 

 
Figure 12. visiting hundun’s territory, 2017, installation view.  
Wood, fibreglass screen, polyethylene sheet, automated fans, fluorescent lights, mixed media. 
Sculpture: 305 x 213 x 91 cm. Drawing: 274 x 118 cm. 
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Figure 13. visiting hundun’s territory, 2017, installation view. 

 
Figure 14. visiting hundun’s territory, 2017, detail. 
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Figure 15. visiting hundun’s territory, 2017, detail. 

  
Figure 16. visiting hundun’s territory, 2017, detail. 
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Figure 17. visiting hundun’s territory, 2017, detail. 

 
Figure 18. visiting hundun’s territory, 2017, detail. 
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Appendix A. 
 
Research Paper 

Introduction 

My MFA research responds to a growing shift within discourses on knowledge. 

Increasingly, disciplines are searching for different ways to account for knowledge 

practices that are either unable to be documented within the traditional scientific 

paradigm (such as oral cultures), or forms of knowledge that are not typically valued 

within systems of production (spirituality or faith). My explorations of embodied and 

alternative forms of knowledge have centred upon contemporary engagements with 

the religious and mystical traditions of Islam and Daoism. In particular, my work has 

focused on the ways in which artistic practices play a fundamental role in these 

systems and practices of thought and faith. In my research and artistic work, I 

examine different technical practices within Islamic and Daoist traditions and how 

integrating them in contemporary art allows for renewed variation. 

Fluctuating between a range of concepts related to infinity, divinity and 

creativity, I draw from several sources like Sufi mysticism, Laura Marks’s theory of 

enfolding-unfolding aesthetics, Chinese Daoism, and Elizabeth Grosz’s concept of 

chaos. By crossing back and forth from traditional philosophy to contemporary theory,  
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I illustrate the necessity of breaking down barriers between theory and spirituality, 

east and west, art practice and philosophy. 

Knowledge/ Embodied Knowledge 

The central part of my research began as an inquiry into the ways in which 

artistic practice can be used as a mode of understanding and gaining knowledge—

that is, knowledge that is different than the traditional sense of relating to facts and 

rationality. For me, I understand this inquiry as a search for “a different kind of 

knowledge”, which is characterised by feeling and knowing on a level that cannot be 

explained rationally through language. I am exploring how different aspects of practice 

in general, and art practice in particular, play a role in art making as a practice of 

learning and gaining knowledge that cannot be quantified.  

To think through this I looked at spiritual traditions, particularly Chinese 

Daoism and Islamic Sufism, and the ways they learn and teach their beliefs. Through 

different forms of repeated prayer and acts of devotion, a believer develops 

knowledge of the teachings. Calligraphy is an example of a devotional practice, which 

seamlessly integrates art and prayer. Calligraphy, when understood at the level of 

technique, is significant because the calligrapher’s technique is in parallel to the 

development of their devotional practice. The same way that learning calligraphy is 

characterised by continuous and repetitive practice so is devotional practice, which 

has no end and which only pushes the limits of the connection to the divine.  
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Knowledge of the divine is, therefore, understood as gained and strengthened through 

the practice of calligraphy. 

One way to think through the “different kind of knowledge” is to explore the 

term embodied knowledge as Ben Spatz develops it in What a Body Can Do: 

Technique as Knowledge, Practice as Research. Spatz’s aim is to develop a concept 

of knowledge that inheres “in practices rather than facts or states of mind” (25). To do 

this, he meticulously develops the terms technique and practice, where, put briefly, 

practice refers to specific instances of doing something, and technique is the broader 

sense of the thing done, which can be repeated and transmitted through time and 

place. 

For example, calligraphy is a technique that is exercised all over the world in 

different cultures and in different time periods. Whether it’s ancient China or modern 

day Canada, it is still considered the technique of calligraphy. Practice on the other 

had refers to specific instances of practicing a technique, which cannot be repeated; 

when repeated, it is considered a different instance of practice. An example of 

practice would be my doing my Arabic calligraphy homework today (figure 1).  

Looking at spiritual traditions and their employment of art and art practices, we 

are able to get a sense of their engagement with embodied knowledge. The emphasis 

on physical practice is apparent in devotional practices in spiritual traditions. For 

example, traditional Chinese painting as practiced by Daoist monks is characterised 

by purposeful movements using ink—a watery and messy medium, ready to drip and  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Calligraphy practice sheets, 
2016. 
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seep into rice paper (figure 2). The balance of controlled action and an uncontrolled 

medium requires a lifetime of physical practice, as well as understanding the notion of 

balancing forces in the universe. In this sense one comes to learn and understand the 

concept of balancing forces through the physical act of developing the technique of 

ink painting. 

Islamic calligraphy 

Islamic calligraphy is characterised by specific rules, ratios, and units of 

measurement, which differ for each style or font. The nuqta (dot) is the main element 

that determines the proportions of all the letters. Each letter is drawn with careful 

consideration to angles and curves, as well as the relationships between letters and 

words. These strict rules are difficult to master, requiring constant and consistent 

practice involving control of nuanced movements and breath to achieve the proper 

“hand”. This shows that calligraphic artworks are built on extensive practice of 

controlled meditation, which extends them to becoming spiritual artworks. Islamic 

calligraphy as an art form is significant to the reader, viewer, as well as the artist. As a 

perceptible artifact, calligraphy is an index to the Qur’an, which itself is an index to 

God. Calligraphy, therefore, as an art form, plays a doubly significant role in bridging 

the artist and the divine. 

In contemporary art, this traditional practice can be utilised to further extend 

the branches of calligraphy as a technique. Considering the fact that traditional Islamic  

Figure 2. Huang TingJian (1045 – 1105). 
Detail of Biographies of Lian Po and Lin 
Xiangru, ca. 1095. Handscroll; ink on 
paper, 33.7 x 1840.2 cm. 
Ink Art: Past as present in contemporary 
China. Maxwell K. Hearn. Published by 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New 
York, 2013. (14). 
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calligraphy follows specific rules, it seems like utilising it in contemporary art is simply 

to challenge tradition. I would argue that having the fixed rules and practicing them 

repetitively, allows for the artist to truly extend the technique, and be able to renew the 

use and style. In fact this proves why there have been so many different styles 

developed throughout history.  

In Nasser Al-Salem’s artwork, Indeed, All Things We Created With, 

Predestination (figure 3), he removes the actual letters and represents only the units 

of measurement (blue dots and lines), and black dots and accents (or vowels). This 

artwork shows what usually remains unseen; the framework that letters and words are 

built on. Al-Salem illustrates the mode of organisation behind what we deem 

intelligible. 

By being directly “in touch” with the rules, the artist connects with the infinite 

potentiality within which the technique is rooted. For instance, although Golnaz Fathi 

is trained in traditional Farsi calligraphy (von Roques), her use of calligraphy in 

contemporary artwork shows that she is able to utilise her learned technique, to 

extend the branches of her calligraphy practice in particular, and calligraphic 

technique in general (figure 4). In this sense, technique “is a vast field of knowledge, 

relatively stable but continually undergoing change” (Spatz 66). 

 
Figure 3. Nasser Al-Salem, Indeed, All 
Things We Created With, Predestination, 
2014. Natural inks on paper. 70 x 200 cm.  
Nasser Alsalem 
http://cargocollective.com/nasseralsalem/In
deed-All-Things-We-Created-With-
Predestination 
 

 
Figure 4. Golnaz Fathi. Untitled, 2008. 
Plexiglass, lightbox. 27 x 37 cm.  
Golnaz Fathi 
http://www.golnazfathi.com/index.php/artw
orks/lightbox 
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Unlearning/wuzhi 

The concept of unlearning in the Daodejing is described or alluded to in 

different ways, such as the images of the newborn babe, and the unworked block of 

wood. The term wuzhi, used in the Daodejing, is defined as “a sort of knowing without 

resort to rules or principles” (Ames and Hall 38). To not resort to rules and principle–to 

not be shaped and carved by previous experiences, preconceived ideas, or automatic 

responses–is to approach the world as if each instant is brand new. The reference of 

returning to the state of the new born babe is less an implication of naivety, and more 

of an encouragement to not hold on so tightly to claims and facts, and to acknowledge 

that the world is emerging constantly from an infinite beyond our perception.  

Wuzhi can be illustrated with the notion of ‘goblet words’. In Youru Wang’s 

book, Linguistic Strategies in Daoist Zhuangzi and Chan Buddhism, he explains that 

the use of ‘goblet words’ in Daoist Zhuangzi, “suggest[s] that ‘Zhuangzi’s words 

function like a goblet that tips when full and rights itself when empty, indicating how 

they ‘adapt to and follow along with the fluctuating nature of the world’” (141). As 

words fill up with meaning, they tip over and can be filled up again with renewed 

meaning. This concept illustrates the inexhaustible capacity of language to represent 

the world. As Wang puts it, “if language is going to function in an ever-changing world, 

it must sustain itself in an ever-renewing process” (143). 

According to Spatz, developing technique requires repetitive practice. In 

applying the concepts of wuzhi and unlearning to developing technique and practice,  
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we can understand them to be inexhaustible processes. When it comes to 

contemplative practices in particular, where one repeats the same pattern or the same 

words repeatedly, it’s helpful to understand repetition to be the source of potential for 

renewed understanding. Although the process is the same, the artists do not let 

themselves accumulate all the repetitions. After each repetition, one empties 

herself/himself and repeats as if it hasn’t been done before. This emptying makes 

room for new interpretation or understanding, and an extension of the branches of 

contemplation. 

My artwork untitled (2015) (figure 5) is a large piece of paper onto which is 

etched a half-centimetre grid. Superimposed on this grid is a single sentence, 

repeated to fill the entire page. The letters of one word are poked with a pin, every 

time it repeats across the surface. This work engages with the concept of repetition 

and contemplation; as the sentence is repeated, it is thought repeatedly, and again 

when reread to puncture the holes. The fact that the drawing covers the full surface of 

the paper to the unframed edges gives the sense that the grid and repeated words 

can extend infinitely in all directions. 

Infinity 

Through Laura Marks’s concept of enfolding-unfolding aesthetics, we are 

provided with a way of understanding how the perceptible world unfolds from the 

infinite (“A Noisy Brush” 101). Marks’s model characterises the infinite as noise,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5. untitled, 2015, detail. Ink on 
etched vellum, pin pricked. 92 x 253 cm. 
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because it is inaccessible to our perception (“A Noisy Brush” 101). In this model, the 

infinite is a surface consisting of infinite folds from which information and images 

unfold and become perceptibly accessible.1 Marks’s model is helpful when looking at 

art of spiritual traditions. 

As Marks points out, it’s important to distinguish between different types of 

infinity as presented in different philosophical and religious traditions (“Enfoldment and 

Infinity” 8). A transcendent infinite refers to the conception of God in many 

monotheistic traditions, where although God is described to be infinite, god is still a 

singular whole. An immanent infinite, on the other hand, is where the infinite really is 

infinite, without the possibility of being reduced to a unity (Marks “Enfoldment and 

Infinity” 18-22). Personally, I am in favour of thinking through a combination of the two. 

Although infinity can refer to a singularity, this singularity—which may only be a 

singularity for the sake of naming it and for our minds to comprehend—is actually 

infinite, and can never be reduced or simplified, and it is constantly active, 

reproductive, and filled with potential. 

The concept of God as infinite differs in different Islamic philosophical 

traditions. Some Islamic conceptions of God suggest a singular Whole—although 

infinite, it ultimately always folds back into the unity of God. However there are other 

schools of thought in Islam which have the possibility of thinking the Whole as Open, 

where Whole refers to a closed system, and Open describes a system which is 

constantly changing and giving rise to new concepts. As Marks points out, Islamic  

 

 
1. The infinite surface is also known as the 

plane of immanence. (Marks, Enfoldment & 

Infinity, 5). 
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philosophy was developed by many Sufi mystics, in which case we can read their 

rational struggle as having been fuelled by mystical contemplation (“Enfoldment and 

Infinity” 12). This view of an Open Whole “[encourages] an endless curiosity,” and 

shows how spiritual traditions engage with knowledge of the divine through creative 

contemplation (Marks “Enfoldment and Infinity” 12). The repetitive practice of 

contemplation on the infinite ensures the furthering of “understanding” or sensing of 

divinity. 

The concept of fana’, or annihilation, is a mystical experience often referenced 

in Sufism. Fana’ is experienced when “the differences between self and God” have 

been completely annihilated; where the veils of the physical world have been removed 

and one experiences direct contact with the infinite divine (Chittick 36). Through 

contemplation and devotional practices, the mystic goes on a journey of removing 

veils of reality–that is, anything from the perceptible world that masks their connection 

with God. When one gets to a state of union with the divine, they are overwhelmed 

with the ultimate force and sensation of God, their source. 

Marks characterises infinity as noise which is made up of infinitely 

unrecognizable patterns (“A Noisy Brush” 101). In these terms, the goal of Sufi 

mystics may be described as attempting to recognise the patterns of the infinite. In 

traditional Sufi stories, common descriptions of dervishes are majnoon (crazy) or 

drunken. Considering that mystical experiences are like recognising an infinite number 

of patterns, it would make sense that one’s brain and body would not be able to  
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handle it. Yet these individuals, from a mystical view, “would be god-realized 

individual[s]” (Marks “A Noisy Brush” 105). 

Chaos 

Elizabeth Grosz outlines concepts of chaos and sensation in her book entitled 

Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of the Earth, which, similarly to 

Marks’s theory of the infinite, follows Deleuze and Guattari’s theories of chaos. Grosz 

begins by describing chaos as a “beginning”, characterised by “whirling, unpredictable 

movement of forces, vibratory oscillations that constitute the universe” (5). Her chaos 

should not be thought of as orderless, and instead as “a plethora of orders, forms, 

[and] wills” (Grosz 5). Through chance and creativity, life proliferates and perceptible 

forms arise. In an attempt to generally describe Grosz’s concept, we can say that 

chaos is felt as sensation when it is revealed in fragments though art.  

According to Grosz, “[sensations] link the lived or phenomenological body with 

cosmological forces… that the body itself can never experience directly” (15). Grosz 

describes the way art frames a piece of chaos and transmits sensation. Thus, art 

creates a bounded space that is "nonetheless always open to the chaos from which it 

draws its force” (Grosz 20). Artwork has the capacity to frame and contain a piece of 

chaos, taking on the rhythm and force of chaos, and transferring them to the viewer in 

the form of sensation.  
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All beings arise from the infinite source and therefore are connected to it. In 

Grosz’s terms, art provides the sensation to connect with that source. In Islamic 

theory, it is important to note that although the perceptible world arises out of the 

infinite (God), it is strictly distinct from it – in a sense, it is of a different substance and 

cannot be equated. Much Islamic art has the capacity for inspiring sensation in the 

viewer. Geometric-patterned domes in mosques, such as the one in the Friday 

Mosque in Ardestan, Iran, (figure 6) are an example of art that frames pieces of divine 

chaos. This dome directly references the divine, by representing its generative and 

overwhelmingly complex qualities. When encountering it, the viewer is able to sense 

their connection to the divine, and remember that they are connected to that from 

which they were created.  

Thinking through the concept of sensation is helpful when attempting to 

identify the possibility of a “different kind of knowledge.” In contrast, embodied 

knowledge is focused on the body, and what a body can feel and experience. In 

Spatz’s terms, sensation is something a body can do.2 Sensation is ultimately when a 

body connects with something it does not have access to, through artwork, and, I 

would add, through technique.  

For Grosz, nature is a manifestation of chaos in ways we can perceive. The 

formation of patterns in nature—such as palm lines and tree branches—are examples 

of the complexity of chaos, as their modes of organisation are overwhelmingly 

enfolded and, therefore, inaccessible to us. Through my drawing what variety of lines  

 
Figure 6. Friday Mosque interior dome, 
from below. 10the century. Ardestan, Iran. 
Artstor. Islamic Art and Architecture 
Collection (Sheila Blair, Jonathan Bloom, 
Walter Denny). 
 
 
2. Spatz’s main discussion “What a Body 
Can Do” is derived from Deleuze, who 
derived it from Spinoza’s inquiry: “What 
can a body do?”.(Spatz 0) 
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could one not put under the needle,3 such lines are utilised to point to the complexity 

and infinity of their origin, as well as call to the infinite possibilities and potential for 

unfolding in difference (figure 7). 

The drawing derives lines from a series of systems from nature, and overlaps 

them, collapses them onto a single plane, and finally they are rendered with pinholes 

through paper. These lines represent the creative energies of the chaotic nature, as 

the systems inherently contain a rhythmic vibration of the infinite from which they 

arose. The repetitive act of puncturing holes in paper, engages with these lines on an 

internal level, where the rhythmic process comes in and out of touch with the rhythms 

of the lines being rendered. The drawing “capture[s] something of the vibratory 

structure of matter itself” by flattening the lines and representing them as a singular, 

overlapped system (Grosz 19). When the drawing is displayed on a light table, the 

lines are represented as points of light, each vibrating with energy as light passes 

through them. Therefore the system of lines is characterised by movement, flow, and 

interaction. 

 

 

 

 

3. “Seth Kim-Cohen recounts the story of 
Rainer Maria Rilke encountering a skull 
and becoming entranced with the grooves 
in its cranium, a groove that had no visible 
meaning to the poet but that, he imagined, 
might be played with a gramophone needle 
and produce an unearthly music” (Marks “A 
Noisy Brush” 105), ultimately claiming, 
“what variety of lines, then, occurring 
anywhere, could one not put under the 
needle and try out? Is there any contour 
that one could not, in a sense, complete in 
this way and then experience it, as it 
makes itself felt, thus transformed, in 
another field of sense?” (As quoted by 
Kim-Cohen 97) 
 

 
Figure 7. what variety of lines could one 
not put under the needle, 2016, detail. Pin-
pricked paper on light table. Lightbox: 81 x 
102 cm, drawing: 81 x 249 cm.  
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Hundun 

The emperor of the South Sea was called Shu [Swift, Swoosh, Brief], 4 
the emperor of the North Sea was called Hu [Sudden, Oblivion], 5 and 
the emperor of the central region was called Hundun [Spontaneity, 
Chaos]. 6 Shu and Hu from time to time came together for a meeting in 
the territory of Hundun, and Hundun treated them very generously. Shu 
and Hu discussed how they could repay his kindness. ‘All men,’ they  
said, ‘have seven openings so they can see, hear, eat and breathe. But 
Hundun alone doesn’t have any. Let’s try boring him some!’ 
Every day they bored another hole, and on the seventh day Hundun 
died. (Watson 95) 

This passage is the last of the seven “essential” chapters of the Daoist 

Zhuangzi. As noted, Hundun can be translated as “chaos”, as well as (perhaps with a 

less negative connotation) “spontaneity”. The significance of Hundun as spontaneity is 

its relation to the term ziran, which in the Daoist tradition is often translated as 

“spontaneously so” (Ames and Hall 66). Ziran is often used as an alternative to the 

notion of “initial beginnings … [as] the spontaneous emergence of novelty that is 

manifest in the propensity of things” (Ames and Hall 66). This shows the common 

Daoist view of the world as not necessarily emerging from a singular origin. Instead, 

this origin is believed to be a force that is characterised as a process of spontaneous 

change and transformation. 

The “original vital force” that is Hundun in this passage is characterised as 

fragile (Ziporyn 211). I would read this fragility as its capacity to be easily 

misunderstood, misinterpreted, and organised in a way that is unfit for what it is. As  

 
 
4. Translated as Swift (Ames and Hall 
227), Swoosh (Ziporyn 54), and Brief 
(Watson 95) 
 
5. Translated as Sudden (Ames and Hall 
227, and Watson 95) and Oblivion (Ziporyn 
54)  
 
6. Translated as Spontaneity (Ames and 
Hall 227) and Chaos (Ziporyn 54, and 
Watson 95) 
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the passage alludes, Hundun does not have human senses (maybe this is why it is 

not accessible to human senses). In fact, Hundun is destroyed when one attempts to 

make sense of it. In other words, the more Hundun is organised and interpreted to fit 

with what we perceive as sensible, Hundun gets pushed farther away. As senses 

become meaningful and significant to the human experience, the more distanced from 

Hundun we become. The concept of unlearning, as illustrated earlier, is comparable 

with the undrilled Hundun (Ziporyn 211). In drilling oneself with a single 

understanding, there is no room for growth and learning. But in being flexible and 

malleable to change and spontaneous transformation, there is room for knowledge to 

be gained and creativity to arise.  

Conclusion 

By focusing on the combination of creativity and repetition, as, for example, 

the creative act inherent in calligraphy and repeated practice of the devout 

calligrapher, one is able to see how variation can emerge within these practices. After 

researching the historical development of Islamic and Daoist traditional artistic 

practices, and how these practices are being implemented today in contemporary art, 

I am interested in exploring the conceptual potential in traditional practices in relation 

to the possibility of variation. My research illustrates that these practices are not 

stagnant but productive. 
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Appendix B.  

Video Documentation 

Description: 

Video detailing visiting hundun’s territory as installed in at the Audain Gallery, Vancouver, September 2017. 

File Name: 

al-issa_hundun_2017.mp4 


